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Scholars at Risk
Scholars at Risk is an international network of over 240 higher education
institutions and associations in 30 countries whose mission
is to protect
scholars and promote academic freedom. Scholars at Risk offers safety by
arranging temporary academic positions at member universities and
colleges to scholars facing grave threats. advisory services for exiled
scholars and their hosts, campaigns for scholars who are imprisoned or
silenced in their home countries. and leadership in deploying new tools and
strategies for promoting aca~emic freedom and improving respect for
university values everywhere.
SAR and "Scientists at Risk"
Scientists-helping-scientists
is nothing new. Scientists have long played a
critical role in supporting at-risk colleagues, from the
era, when
hundreds of European scientists found safe haven at universities around the
world, through the Cold War, and up through the present crises in Iran and Iraq.
Over the last 10 years, Scholars at Risk and SAR network member institutions,
in partnership with scientific associations and individual scientists, have
provided temporary research, teaching and study positions for dozens of at-risk
scientists, allowing them to escape danger and continue their work in safety.
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Scholars-in-Prison
Scholars at Risk also advocates on behalf of scientists and other scholars who
are wrongly imprisoned. This includes traditional public advocacy like letterwriting and email alerts, as well as more discrete, private advocacy through
SAR members and friends reaching out to key stakeholders hoping to influence
a situation favorably.
Scientists, Scientific Associations and Scholars at Risk
Scientists and scientific associations are uniquely positioned to help at-risk
colleagues. Scholars at Risk welcomes opportunities to partner with scientists
and scientific associations toward tbis goal, including through:
Referrals:

Scientists can refer candidates for help by Scholars at Risk.

Research:

Scientists can evaluate a scholar-candidates academic credentials
for Scholars at Risk staff before acceptance into the program.
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Case example: Ashan* is a professor of
Chemistry. His wife Sandra*is a professor
of Engineering. During the long-running
civil conflict in their home country, they
were targeted by both nationalists and
separatists for their outspoken defense of
human rights and the neutrality of the
universityspace.
When Ashan was up for a leadership
post at the university, the threats
intensified. He became a "marked man",
receivingdeath threats includinga warning
that if he took the position, he would return
home "in a box, headless." They could no
longer risk staying and sought help from
Scholarsat Risk, which arrangeda series of
temporary research and teaching positions
at US universities. For several years they
continued to teach, publish and giye talks
at conferences.'
Finally, with the conflict ebbing, Ashan
and Sandra decided to return to their
countryand their university. The safety net
worked. Without the help of Scholars at
Risk institutions and friends, Ashan and
Sandra might have been lost. Instead, they
will be training generations of students to
meet the opportunitiesahead.
"names changed

Recruiting:

Scientists can encourage those universities, colleges and scientific associations they work with to join as
members or affiliates of the Scholars at Risk Network.

Advocacy:

Scientists and scientific associations can continue to playa leading role in peer-to-peer advocacy efforts,
and can coordinate with Scholars at Risk on public and private strategies.

Hosting:

Scientists and scientific associations can host at-risk scholars for temporary professionjl visits, and can
help Scholars at Risk staff in :fmding hosts among their contacts,
I

Mentoring:

Scientists and scientific associations can be mentors to colleagues trying to resume careers in exile.

